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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

PARLEY BAKER and DORENE LEE,
Case No. 980032-CA

Plaintiff/ Appellants,

vs.
DALEM. BARNES and DIANA JEAN
BARNES,
Defendant/ Appellees.

Priority No 15

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDING
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over the instant appeal pursuant to
Utah Code Annotated § 78-2a-3(2)0).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The appellees accept the statement of issues presented by the appellants.
Standard of Review
"Summary judgment is appropriate only where there are no genuine issues of
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Mills v.
Brodv. 929 P.2d 360, 362 (Utah.Ct.App. 1996). "Because summary judgment presents
only questions of law, we review the trial court's decision under a standard of correctness,

1

according no deference to the trial court's legal conclusions." Id "We may affirm a grant
of summary judgment on any ground available to the trial court, even if it is one not
relied upon by the trial court." Otsuka Elecs. v. Imaging Specialists. Inc.. 937 P.2d 1274,
1277 (Utah.Ct.App. 1997).

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS. STATUTES AND RULES
STATUTES AND CONSTITUTIONAL SECTIONS
Utah Code Annotated § 25-5-3 (1953 as amended):
Leases.and contracts for interest in lands.
Every contract for the leasing for a longer period than one year, or for the sale, of
any lands, or any interest in lands, shall be void unless the contract, or some note
or memorandum thereof, is in writing subscribed by the party by whom the lease
or sale is to be made, or by his lawful agent thereunto authorized in writing.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The appellees accept the statement of the case presented by the appellants.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1. In the latter part of January, 1997, appellant, Parley Baker, contacted Doug
Allred, a real estate agent, about finding properties in Box Elder county which Baker
could purchase and develop. (R. 80, Aff. Parley Baker, f 2).
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2. Allred agreed to locate property for Baker and Allred secured a "Listing
Agreement" with Dale M. and Diana Jean Barnes on February 4, 1997. (R.81, Aff.
Parley Baker, 14). (The "Listing Agreement is attached hereto as "Addendum B" and
also appears at R.220.)
3. On March 6, 1997, Parley Baker and Doug Allred met to prepare a "Real Estate
Purchase Contract" (herein "REPC"). (R. 215, Aff. of Doug Allred, If 4) (The "REPC" is
attached hereto as "Addendum A" and also appears at R.222-26.)
4. During that March 6, 1997, meeting, Baker and Allred discussed Mr. and Mrs.
Barnes' requirement that closing occur on or before April 30, 1997. (R. 82, Aff. Parley
Baker, K 7).
5. The REPC was prepared by Allred and Baker on March 6, 1997. The REPC
together with addendum No. 1 and addendum No. 2 was faxed to Mr. And Mrs. Barnes in
Yuma, Arizona on March 7th, 1997. (R. 246, Aff. Dale Barnes 1J4).
6. Mr. Allred also faxed an instruction sheet to Mr. And Mrs. Barnes which
stated:
" Dale, here's the contract. Doug has written addendum No. 2 with the items you
wanted on it — please review all papers and sign or initial and date all places I
have marked with an X.. If you have any ?'s please call 800-799-5089. Thanks.
From Joyce for Doug."
(R. 252).
7. When Mr. And Mrs. Barnes received the documents they signed addendum No.
1 as a seller's counter-offer pursuant to the terms of addendum No. 2 signed on March 8,
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1997 and 8:40 a.m. Addendum No. 2 was not accepted or rejected by the potential buyer,
Parley Baker. (R. 246, Aff. Dale Barnes f 5).
8. Parley Baker signed addendum No. 3, which modified terms of purchase price,
on March 11, 1997 at 11:00 a.m. Mr. And Mrs. Barnes, returning back to Tremonton
from Arizona, signed addendum No. 3 at Mr. Allred's office on March 18, 1997. Mr.
Barnes did write-in "balance to be paid over 7 XA years amortized at 8 3/4 %" (see page
one of the REPC 1f 2 attached hereto as "Addendum A"). (R. 246, \ 6 and R. 254). This
did not constitute another counter-offer, since these payment terms were already in the
initial REPC. <R. 33 1f 2.1) and the rate of interest (8 3/4 percent) was contained in
addendum No. 3 before it was signed by Mr. and Mrs. Barnes.
9. No document signed by Mr. and Mrs. Barnes ever had the l.ame of Dorene Lee
on it when they signed the document; They were strictly dealing with Parley Baker. (R.
246, Aff. Dale Barnes 1f 7). The listing agreement specifically stated that it was a "single
party listing." (R. 250).
10. None of the addendums ever changed the settlement date of April 30th, 1997,
required by paragraph 24(e) of the REPC, nor did Mr. and Mrs. Barnes ever sign a
document which extended the listing agreement past May 5, 1997. (R. 246, Aff. Dale
Barnes 1f 8).
11. Mr. Barnes had his property comers marked before the closing date April 30,
1997. (R. 246, Aff. Dale Barnes If 9).
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12. Mr. and Mrs. Barnes were ready, able, and prepared to close on April 30,
1997. That date came, no closing took place. The prospective buyer apparently was not
willing or able to close on said date. (R. 246-247, Aff. Dale Barnes f 10).
13. The sellers never made any extensions either verbally or in writing to the
settlement deadline. When Mr. and Mrs. Barnes received the "REPC," the settlement
deadline of April 30, 1997 had been written in, apparently either by a real estate broker or
agent, and that had been signed and agreed to by Parley Baker, the buyer. (R. 247, Aff.
Dale Barnes If 11).
14. Mr, And Mrs. Barnes had never even heard of a Dorene Lee or that Mr. Baker
had a business partner who would be entering into this transaction until approximately the
middle of June, 1997, well after the date set for closing. (R. 247, Aff. Dale Barnes f 12).
15. The Real Estate Purchase Contract (MREPC") contains the following
paragraphs:
"21. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence regarding the
dates set forth in this contract. Extensions must be agreed to in writing by
all parties. Unless otherwise explicitly stated in this contract: (a)
performance under each section of this contract which references a date
shall absolutely be required by 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time on the stated date;
and (b) the term "days" shall mean calendar days and shall be counted
beginning on the day following the event which triggers the timing
requirement (i.e., Acceptance, receipt of the Seller Disclosures, etc.).
Performance dates and times referenced herein shall not be binding upon
title companies, lenders, appraisers and others not parties to this Contract
except as otherwise agreed to in writing by such non-party.
23. ACCEPTANCE. HAcceptance" occurs when seller or buyer,
responding to offer or counter offer of the other: (a) signs the offer or
counter offer where noted to indicate acceptance, and (b) communicates to
5

the other party or to the other partes agent that the offer or counter offer
has been signed as required.
24. CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and seller agreed that the
following deadlines shall apply to this contract:
(a)
Application Deadline No later than 10 calendar days after
Acceptance
(b)
Seller Disclosure Deadline No later than 20 calendar days after
Acceptance
(c)
Buyer Cancellation Deadline No later than 10 calendar days after
Buyer's receipt of all of the Seller Disclosures
(d)
Earnest Money Forfeiture Deadline _0_ calendar days after the Buyer
Cancellation Deadline
(e)
Settlement Deadline April 30. 97 (DATE)
(R. 36, see also "Addendum B" attached hereto).
14. "COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with its addenda,
any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosures, constitutes the entire Contract
between the parties and supersedes and replaces any and all prior
negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or contracts
between the parties. This Contract cannot be changed except by written
agreement of the parties."
(R. 35, see also "Addendum B" attached hereto).

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The four-comers of the "Real Estate Purchase Contract" control the interpretation
of its terms, and parol evidence is inadmissible. Therefore, based upon the clear and
unambiguous terms of the contract, plaintiffs failed to perform and therefore have no
cause of action against defendants.

6

ARGUMENT
POINT I:

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY GRANTED SUMMARY
JUDGMENT BECAUSE UNDER THE CLEAR TERMS OF
THE "REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT' PARLEY
BAKER FAILED TO MEET THE CLOSING DATE.

The Real Estate Purchase Contract (herein "REPC") consisted of the initial
contract and three addendums (REPC attached hereto as "Addenda A"). The provision
dealing with the time for closing is contained in paragraph 24(e) which states:
"Settlement Deadline, April 30,1997."
The REPC and addendum No. 1 and No. 2 were faxed from the Coldwell BankerTugaw office on March 7, 1997, to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes in Tucson, Arizona. The REPC
and addendum No. 1 were signed on March 6,1997 by Parley Baker. Parley Baker was
the "only" named buyer. Mr. And Mrs. Barnes signed the counter offer contained in
Addendum No. 2 on March 8, 1997. Addendum No. 2 gave two (2) more days for the
prospective buyer to accept the counter offer, or reject it, but it did not in any way extend
the time for closing, or settlement.
Parley Baker as buyer, apparently never accepted or rejected the counteroffer of
Addendum No. 2, but did sign an Addendum No. 3 counteroffer dated March 11, 1997 at
11:00 a.m. Dale M. Barnes and Diana Jean Barnes, his wife, then accepted the
counteroffer of the prospective buyer on March 18, 1997 at 8:00 a.m. (R. 41). A second
document entitled Addendum, No. 3 appears to bear the signature of a Dorene Lee dated
March 21, 1997. (R. 40). A third document entitled addendum No. 3 bears a signature of
7

Dorene Lee dated March 20,1997. (R. 78). Dorene Lee is a "stranger to the
transaction," as the sellers had no dealings with her. None of the Addendums ever
changed the deadline date of closing, or settlement. The date of closing or settlement of
April 30, 1997 came, and no closing took place. The prospective buyer apparently was
not willing or able to close on said date.
Plaintiffs assail the trial court as having "ignored well-settled legal principles
concerning agency and estoppel" in determining that defendants are entitled to summary
judgment. However, because the contract was integrated,1 the trial court was required to
construe the language of the contract from within the four-corners of the contract.
Furthermore, the trial court was required to construe the contract independently of any
agency or estoppel considerations because the agency and estoppel cjguments per se
require parol evidence. If a contract is determined to be integrated, the parol evidence
rule "excludes evidence of terms in addition to those found in the agreement." Hall v.
Process Instruments and Control. Inc.. 890 P.2d 1024, at 1027, (Utah 1995). "If a
contract is determined to be integrated, the parol evidence rule 'excludes evidence of
terms in addition to those found in the agreement.'" Id (quoting Eie v. St. Benedict's

1

TheREPC, infl 14 states:

"COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with its addenda, any
attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosures, constitutes the entire Contract between
the parties and supersedes and replaces any and all prior negotiations,
representations, warranties, understandings or contracts between the parties. This
Contract cannot be changed except by written agreement of the parties."
8

Hosp.. 638 P.2d 1190, at 1194 (Utah 1981), and citing Restatement (Second) of Contracts
§ 209(2) (1981)). "If the contract is in writing and the language is not ambiguous, the
intention of the parties must be determined from the words of the agreement." Winepar
v. Froerer. 813 P.2d 104, at 108 (Utah 1991). "Ambiguous" in this context means that the
terms of the contract are "capable of more than one reasonable interpretation because of
'uncertain meanings of terms, missing terms, or other facial deficiencies.'" Id, (quoting
Faulkner v. Farnsworth. 665 P.2d 1292, 1293 (Utah 1983)). If the court determines that
the contract terms are unambiguous, " 'we interpret them according to their plain and
ordinary meariing and extrinsic or parol evidence is generally not admissible to explain
the intent of the parties.'" Equitable Life & Casualty Ins. Co. v. Ross. 849 P.2d 1187,
1192 (Utah App.), cert, denied, 860 P.2d 943 (Utah 1993) (quoting Larson v. Overland
Thrift & Loan. 818 P.2d 1316, 1319 (Utah App. 1991) (cert. denied,832 P.2d 476 (Utah
1992)). Whether contractual language is ambiguous is a question of law, reviewed for
correctness. Hall v. Process Instruments and Control. Inc.. 866 P.2d 604, 606 (Utah
App. 1993). Contract language is ambiguous only "if the words used to express the intent
of the parties are insufficient so that the contract may be understood to reach two or more
plausible meanings." Larson v. Overland Thrift & Loan. 818 P.2d 1316, 1319 (Utah
App. 1991), cert, denied, 832 P.2d 476 (Utah 1992).
Plaintiffs misconstrue the meaning and the construction of the term "at closing within 90 days" which appears on page one, ^ 2.1(b) of the REPC. Section 2 of the
REPC sets forth the "Purchase Price" for the property, which was $4,000.00 per acre for
9

the 36 plus acres, to be determined by survey. Paragraph 2.1 sets forth the "Method of
Payment" and defines the time frames for the appellants to make payments on the
approximate $144,000.00 purchase price. The term "at closing — within 90-days," as it
appears in the "Purchase Price/ Method of Payment" section of the REPC, defines the
time when $20,000.00 of the purchase price was to have been paid. The language of
paragraph 2 does not modify the clear and unambiguous closing date of April 30, 1997,
set forth in % 24(e) "Contract Deadlines/ Settlement Deadline."2 Furthermore, the REPC
was drafted by Allred and Baker who placed the term "at Closing - within 90 days" into
the REPC with the knowledge that Mr. and Mrs. Barnes wanted to close on or before
April 30,1997. (R. 82, U 7 Aff. Parley Baker). The REPC was initially drafted by Allred
and Baker, signed by Baker on March 6, 1997, with both of the terms, "Purchase Price/
Method of Payment... at closing - within 90 days" and "Contract Deadline/ Settlement
Deadline" of April 30, 1997, in place on March 8, 1997. The contract was then offered
to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes. The "Settlement Deadline" of April 30, 1997, was never
amended even though three addendums were presented.

2

Paragraph 24 of the REPC sets forth five deadlines:
"CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and seller agree that the following
deadlines shall apply to this contract"
(a)
Application Deadline No later than i0_calendar days after Acceptance
(b)
Seller Disclosure Deadline No later than 20_calendar days after Acceptance
(c)
Buyer Cancellation Deadline No later than 10 calendar days after Buyer's
receipt of all of the Seller Disclosures
(d)
Earnest Money Forfeiture Deadline _0_ calendar days after the Buyer
Cancellation Deadline
(e)
Settlement Deadline April 30. 97 (DATE)
10

Essentially, plaintiffs claim an ambiguity exists sufficient to require parol evidence
of the intent of the parties before this controversy can be put to rest. Plaintiffs claim that
the provision "at closing - within 90 days" can be viewed in two ways: First, plaintiffs
argue, the term "at closing - within 90 days" means April 30, 1997, "only as a target
date." Second, plaintiffs argue the "within 90 days" means 90 days from the date when
Dorene Lee's signature appears on addendum No. 3 to the REPC - March 21, 1997.3 "It
is axiomatic that a contract should be interpreted so as to harmonize all of its provisions."
Big Cottonwood Tanner Ditch Co. v. Salt Lake City, 740 P.2d 1361 (Utah App. 1987);
Jones v. Hinkle. 611 P.2d 733, 735 (Utah 1980) (citing Vance v. Arnold, 114 Utah 463,
201 P.2d 475 (1949)). Not only does the position urged by appellants serve to avoid

3

Addendum No. 3 (R. 41) was signed by Parley Baker on March 11, 1997 and
signed by Mr. and Mrs. Barnes on March 18, 1997. Up to this date, Dorene Lee had
never been a party to any written documents. Even under appellants' theory that they had
90-days to close from the date of last signing, 90-days would have expired on June 16,
1997. By plaintiffs' own admission they were not ready to close until June 17, 1997, and
the title company could not close until June 18, 1997. Hence, the plaintiffs seek to bootstrap their case by claiming a signature of Dorene Lee, allegedly made on March 21,
1997, gave them until June 19, 1997 to close. Mr. Barnes did add language to addendum
No. 3 when he signed it stating "Balance to be paid over 7 1/2 years amortized at 8 3/4%
(See page one of REPC para 2). However, since this language only reiterated the terms
and time of payments previously agreed to, it could not constitute a "new" counter-offer
and therefore Dorene Lee signing on March 21, 1997 had no legal consequence.
A further troubling aspect of Addendum No. 3 is that after the addendums were
presented to Mr. Barnes, someone allowed Dorene Lee to come in and sign documents
that she had not previously signed. Clearly, when the Real Estate Purchase Contract and
all addenda were sent to Mr. Barnes, Dorene Lee's signature never appeared (R. 94, 95,
96, 98). This is pointed out to the court to show that after the contract had been agreed to
with the addenda, someone allowed Dorene Lee to add her signature in an apparent
attempt to bolster their claim that they had up to June 17,1997 to close.
11

imposing a readily determined time frame to perform under the REPC, it also provides a
circular argument for avoiding summary judgment, and this circular argument is
addressed infra. Moreover, merely claiming ambiguity, does not create ambiguity
sufficient to defeat summary judgment.
"The mere fact that the parties disagree as to the meaning of the language
contained in the policy is not sufficient to create an ambiguity. B.F. Goodrich Co.
v. Vinvltech Corp.. 711 F.Supp. 1513, 1517 (D.Ariz. 1989). The first step . . . [in]
review[ing] is to examine the document in its entirety and in accordance with its
purpose, giving effect to all of its parts. Larrabee v. Roval Dairy Prods. Co.. 614
P.2d 160, 163 (Utah 1980); Regional Sales Agency. Inc.. 784 P.2d 1210, at 1213
(Utah App. 1989)."
Breuer-Harrison Inc. v. Combe. 799 P.2d 716, 729 (Utah App. 1990). Even under the
assumption that the signature of Dorene Lee carries some legal consequence, plaintiff's
argument not only ignores the plain language of the document, it attempts to invalidate
the Statute of Frauds4 and paragraph 24(e) of the REPC by allowing one party to
unilaterally change the April 30th, 1997 closing-date through dilatory action, as is argued
by plaintiffs here, without the required written agreement of both parties.

4

Utah Code embodies the Statute of Frauds in § 25-5-3, which provides in
relevant part:
"Every contract for the .. . sale, of any lands, or interest in lands, shall be void
unless the contract, or some note or memorandum thereof, is in writing subscribed
by the party by whom the lease or sale is to be made, or by his lawful agent
thereunto authorized in writing.
12

POINT II: ALLRED HAD NO AUTHORITY TO VARY THE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF THE REPC AS A LIMITED AGENT
Allred's authority as a limited agent was merely to accept offers or present offers
to the other party and to assist in negotiating a mutually acceptable transaction. The
listing agreement3 signed by Barnes with Allred shows a beginning date of February 4,
1997, and an expiration date of May 5, 1997 (attached as Addenda B). The listing
agreement shows it to be a "single-party" listing agreement.
General principles of the law provide that an agent's authority is strictly limited to
the authority granted by the written agreement between the agent and principal. Wardlev
Corporation v. Welsh. 962 P.2d 86, FN 6 (Utah App. 1998). Allred had no authority to
vary the terms of the REPC or to make any "side-deals" binding Mr. and Mrs. Barnes.
Even if Mr. Allred knew or felt that closing could not take place on or before April 30,
1997, his knowledge would not be binding upon Mr. and Mrs. Barnes since the clear and
unambiguous terms of the agreement provided the closing date.

5

Paragraph 5.6 of the "Listing Agreement" states:
"Limited Agent. A limited Agent represents both seller and buyer in the same
transaction and works to assist in negotiating a mutually acceptable transaction. A
Limited Agent has fiduciary duties to both seller and buyer. However, those duties are
"limited" because the agent cannot provide to both parties undivided loyalty and full
disclosure of all information known to the agent. For this reason, a Limited Agent must
remain neutral in the representation of a seller and buyer and may not disclose to either
party information likely to weaken the bargaining position of the other such as, the
highest price the buyer will pay or the lowest price the seller will accept. A Limited
Agent Must however, disclose to both parties material information known to the Limited
Agent regarding a defect in the Property and/ or the ability of each party to fulfill agreed
upon obligations."
13

Allred was also the limited agent of Parley Baker and as such, if there were to be
any extension of the settlement deadline, it would have had to be in writing so that a clear
understanding could be had by both parties. Moreover, the REPC itself required any
changes to be in writing.
"The burden of establishing agency is on the party asserting it." Wardlev Corp. v.
Welsh. 962 P.2d 86, at 89 (Utah App. 1998). Principals are bound by acts of an agent
only "within the scope of the agent's authority" Garland v. Fleschmann. 831 P.2d 107
(Utah 1992). "It is well settled law that the apparent or ostensible authority of an agent
can be inferred only from the acts and conduct of the principal." Citv Elec. v. Dean
Evans Chrvsler-Plvmouth. 672 P.2d 89, at 90 (Utah 1983) (citing Bank of Salt Lake v.
Corporation of Pres. of Ch.. etc.. 534 P.2d 887 (Utah 1975)). "[0]ne who deals
exclusively with an agent has the responsibility to ascertain that agent's authority despite
the agent's representations." Bodell Const, v. Stewart Title Guar. Co.. 945 P.2d 119
(Utah App. 1997) (citing Zions First Nat'l Bank v. Clark Clinic Corp.. 762 P.2d 1090
(Utah 1988)).
Here, plaintiffs argue that general principles of agency operate to impose a
constructive knowledge upon defendants that the contract term "at closing - within 90
days" carried a subjective meaning impossible to determine from the four-corners of the
integrated REPC. Assuming, arguendo, that agency principles impose such a burden on
defendants, the plaintiffs still have failed to meet their burden of establishing that Allred
possessed the authority to either change the April 30, 1997, closing date or to represent
14

that the closing date was somehow malleable. Moreover, Mr. Barnes did absolutely
nothing to lead Baker to believe that Barnes wanted to change the April 30, 1997, closing
date or, even if he had, that Allred was imbued with the authority to change the April 30,
1997, closing date.6 Allred was utterly without authority from Barnes to make such a
representation, and, even if he had, such representation is outside compliance with
paragraph 24(e) of the REPC and Utah Code § 25-5-3.

POINT III: EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL MILITATES AGAINST
PLAINTIFFS1 POSITION
Plaintiffs argue that equitable estoppel should operate to invalidate the April 30,
1997, closing date. However, equitable estoppel". .. is founded on the idea that where
one of two persons must suffer the from the wrong of a third the loss should fall on the
that one whose conduct created the circumstances which made the loss possible."
Luddington v. Bodenvest Ltd.. 855 P.2d 204, at 209 (Utah 1993). Applied to the instant
case, Baker and Allred enjoyed the primary relationship of buyer and agent. Baker
sought the services of Allred and in unmistakeable terms put Allred to the task of finding
Baker some property to purchase. Alfred's agency relationship began with Baker and
found its raison d'etre in that relationship. If the deal fell through, Allred stood to lose
his commission. It was Baker and Allred who drafted the REPC to include both the April
6

The plaintiffs1 agency argument is further weakened by the fact that Alfred's
claimed knowledge of a 90-day extension would have occurred after Alfred's listing
agreement with Mr. and Mrs. Barnes had expired on May 9, 1997.
15

30, 1997, closing date and the payment provision of "at closing - within 90-days."
Under the facts of this case, equitable estoppel should operate against plaintiffs, and not
in favor of plaintiffs.
It is a general rule of contract interpretation that"... ambiguous language is to be
construed against the drafter: In choosing among the reasonable meanings of a promise
or agreement or a term thereof, that meaning is generally preferred which operates against
the party who supplies the words or from whom a writing otherwise proceeds." Jones.
Waldo. Holbrook & McDonough v. Dawson. 923 P.2d 1366, at 1372 (Utah 1996) (citing
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 206 (1981); see also 3 Arthur L. Corbin, Corbin on
Contracts § 559 (1960) (to the same effect)). Bearing this principle in mind, it was Baker
and Allred who drafted the REPC, with the knowledge that Mr. and Mrs. Barnes wanted
to close "on or before April 30, 1997." It was Baker and Allred who placed the "90-day"
provision into the REPC because Baker wanted to ensure time to obtain funding.
However, Baker and Allred placed the "at closing - within 90-days" language under the
"Purchase Price/ Method of Payment" section of the REPC. Having drafted the REPC in
this manner was inartful, if not duplicitous, if the intent was to circumvent Mr. and Mrs.
Barnes' required settlement deadline of April 30, 1997. Therefore, under the foregoing
principles of Utah law, plaintiffs' argument that ambiguity exists necessitates that any
ambiguity be construed against plaintiffs.

16

POINT IV: PLAINTIFFS' RELY UPON THEIR OWN DUALINTERPRETATION OF THE CONTRACT TERM "AT
CLOSING, WITHIN 90-DAYS" IN ORDER TO CREATE AN
ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT
Appellants offer a dual-definition of the contract term "at closing - within 90 days"
which smacks of leading the court into error in order to preserve an issue of material fact.
By introducing the elements of agency and estoppel, and by looking to parole evidence
for support in maintaining the argument, that multiple interpretations of the term "at
closing - within 90 days" exist, plaintiffs seek to find a mechanism to defeat summary
judgment. However, as demonstrated above, the contract was an integration, the plain
language of the document was to provide the intention of the parties and parol evidence is
inadmissible to assist in determining the intention of the parties. Under Utah law, "
[l]anguage in a written document is ambiguous if the words used may be understood to
support two or more plausible meanings. A court is justified in determining that a
contract or order is ambiguous if its terms are either unclear or missing. However, the
mere fact that the parties interpret the language differently does not, per se, render the
writing ambiguous." John Deere Co. v. A & H Equipment. Inc.. 876 P.2d 880, at 888
(Utah App. 1994) (cert, denied 890 P.2d 1034 (1994)) (citing Whitehouse v. Whitehouse,
790 P.2d 57, 60 (Utah App. 1990). Plaintiffs try to present a factual dispute within their
own argument and should not be allowed to avoid summary judgment through such
means, especially where the law provides defendants relief under the foregoing
principles.
17

POINT V:

THE CASE SHOULD BE REMANDED FOR AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 17.1 OF
THEREPC

In general, attorney fees may be awarded to the prevailing party only if allowed by
statute or contract. (See Stewart v. Utah Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 885 P.2d 759, 782 (Utah
1994). "If provided for by contract, attorney fees are awarded in accordance with the
terms of that contract." Equitable Life & Cas. Ins. Co. v. Ross. 849 P.2d 1187, 1194
(Utah.Ct.App.1993); Holbrook v. Master Protection Corp., 883 P.2d 295, 298 n. 6
(Utah.Ct.Appv.1994). "If provided for by contract, attorney fees are awarded in
accordance with the terms of that contract." American Rural Cellular. Inc. v. Systems
Communication Corp.. 939 P.2d 185, at 192 (Utah App. 1997). Paragraph 17.1 of the
REPC states:
"In Actions to Enforce this Contract. In the event of litigation or binding
arbitration to enforce this contract the prevailing party shall be entitled to costs and
reasonable attorneys fees. Attorneys fees shall not be awarded for participation in
mediation under section 15."
(R.11, f 17). Therefore, based on the parties' contract, defendants are entitled to attorney
fees incurred at the trial court and on appeal. Accordingly, defendants request that the
case be remanded for proceedings to determine an award of attorneys' fees based on the
language of the attorney fees provision of the parties' contract.

18

CONCLUSION
The trial court's decision granting Mr. and Mrs. Barnes summary judgment should
be affirmed, but the case should be remanded to the trial court for an award of attorney
fees for trial and appellate level services and costs.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this j [ t _ day of January, 1999.

i£L£.

JeffK Thome, #3250
Attorney for Appellees

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, JefFR. Thorne, certify that on this fj day of January, 1999,1 served two (2)
true and correct copies of the foregoing document upon Scott L. Wiggins, attorney for
appellants in this matter, by mailing them to him by First Class Mail with sufficient
postage prepaid to the following address:
Scott L. Wiggins
Arnold and Wiggins, P.C.
American Plaza II, Suite 105
57 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

KirPti
Jeff
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rne, Attorney for Appellees
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT

Thfc (ft « ftg.lly b.ndfng corffraef. Ut»* (aw requires reaf «st«U» tie«nsees to uie ihif form. Buyf f and 9©i!ef, however. m*y agree to .Iter or dolfte
US provision* or to us« a different lorm. Jf you desire legal or tax advice, consult your attorney of tox advisor

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT

Buyer,

offers to purchase the Property
in tne form uf
_..

3*-

described below and hereby delivers to the Brokerage as Earnest Money, tne amount of S
shall be deposited In accordance with state law.

'(Date)

Received by
Brokerage ( ^ ^ ^ y / ^ ^
1.

PROPERTY:

Phone Numoer

^5^iv6^<^
OFFER TO PURCHASE

jgg^^fc^p

__

also described as.
,/Q>y X ^
. County of ^>O^L
r / y ^ . _, State of Utah (the "Property")
City of
^ g f r T f e y / y : ^ ^
1.1
Included Items. Unless excluded herein, this said includes the following items if presently attached to the Property
plumbing, heating, air conditioning fixtures and equipment, ceding fans; water heater; built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs,
bathroom fixtures; curtains, draperies and rods; window and door screens, storm dcors and windows; window blinds, awnings,
installed television antenna, satellite dishes and system' permanently affixed carpets; automatic garage door opener and
accompanying transmitters), fencing, and trees and shrubs The fojlpwjp^ items shall also be included in this sale ano
conveyed under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title
/ Z c ^ T ^ ^ ,

1.2

Excluded Items. The following items are excluded from this sale* ^_

1.3

Watjwc-Jilghts. Xha following water rights are included in this sale.

s

-*??<**£-~sSy&e&)

1.4
Survey. A survey map of the Property certified by a licensed surveyor [ ] WILL \J^\ WILL NOT be prepared The
Property comers (L-J WILL [ ] WILL NOT be marked by survey stakes set Oy a licensed surveyor or engineering company
The cost of the applicable items checKed above will be [ ] p?\d by Buyer [ ] paid by Seller [ ] shared equally by Buyer
and Seller [ ] Other (specify)
For additional terms see attached Survey Addendum if applicable.
PURCHASE PRICE. The Purchase Bnce for the Property is $_

/gfirC*^

*%£*&&
f

Method of Payment._The
t. The Purchase Price tviP be paid as follows

__

$-^£k^JL

-

-e<r

g?<r

Vt^cS2.

=>/-&

arnest Money Deposit. Xintfer
certain conditions
con
(a) Earnest
/Onrfer'^ceftalh
described In this Controct, THIS
DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY NON-REFUNDABLE.
(b) New Loan. Buyer agrees 10 aoply lor a new loan as provided in Section 2 3 Buyer wilt apply /or

jZZOydUAG
If the loan is 1o include any panicularierim, then check below andqiy&/detailj
[ ] SPECIFICJ.QAN TERMS .^ZtzS
jft&^f*^
f%-=>
„ ,
$

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

s

s

Loan Assumption (sec- attached A«>rnption Addendum if applicable)
SieZ^sS-^ 1 ''* 1 Seller Financing (««e anached Seller Financing Addendum if applicable)
s'^^Ts**/'
'
Other (specify)
*&£.
S™™**^
Balance of Purchase Price in Cash at Settlement

_

^ P U R C H A S E P R I C E J o t a l of linens) thr

7.

*4*c&4*CqPage 1 Of 6 pages

Rev $/96

"

Sellcr'$ljiitials

OB

- Oatc_jLJ£: ?JL

BuytrS Initials^

-<&<?

&+ /»***
_o**3^j$'jf?
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2.2
(a)
W
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Ji)

(b)
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Financing Condition. (ch«cK applicable box)
-nniirahift town's)
( J] Buyer's ob.igat.on to purchase the Property IS condoned upon Buyer J ? " * ^ ^
referenced in Section 2 1<b) or ic> (the 'Loan-, Th-s condition .9 referred to as the F " J ^ B ' L ^ ™
.
J L / ^ Buyers obligation to purchase the Properly IS NOT conomoned upon Buyer qualifying for a loan, section 2 j
does not apply.
B S J I r t d ^ t l e V No later man the Application Deadline referenced in Section 24(a), Buyer shall apply for trie Loan
-Loan Application" occurs only when Buyer has: <i) completed, signed, and delivered to the lender (the Lender;
the initial loan application and documentation required by the Lender; and 00 paid all loan application ees as
required by the Lender Buyer agrees to diligently worK to obtain the Loan. Buyer will promptly provide the Lender
with any additional documentation as required oy the Lender
Procedure if Loan Application is denied. If Buyer receives written notice from tne Lender that the Lender dees
not approve the Loan (a "Loan Denial"). Buyer shall, no later than three calendar days thereafter, provide a copy to
Seller. Buyer or Seller may, within three calendar days after Seller's receipt of such notice, cancel this Contract by
providing written notice to the other party In the event of a cancellation under this Section 2.3(b). (t) if the Loan
Denial was received by Buyer on or before the Earnest Money Forfeiture Deadline referenced in Section 24(d) the
Earnest Money Deposit shall be returned to Buye'; (H) if the Loan Denial was receded by Buyer after the Earnest
Money Forfeiture Deadline, Buyer agrees to forfeit, and Seller agrees to accept as Seller's exclusive remedy, the
Earnest Money as liquidated damages A failure to cancel as provided \n this Section 2 3(b) shall have no effect on
the Financing Condition set forth in Section 2 2(a) Cancetianon pursuant to the provision* of any other section or
this Contract shall be governed by such other provisions

2.4
Appraisal of Property. Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property [ ] IS \pj IS NOT conditioned upon the
Property appraising for not less than the Purchase Pnce. If the aporaisai condition applie&wd the Property appraises for less
than the Purchase Price. Buyer may cancel this Contiact by providing written notice to Seller no later than three calendar diiy.s
after Buyer's receipt of notice of the appraised value In tne svent oi such cancellation, the Earnest Money Deposit shall &e
released to Buyor. regardless of whether such cancellation «s oetoie oi alter the EarnuM Money Forfeiture Deadline A lamiato cancel as provided in this Section 2 4 shall be deemed a waiver of me .ippraisal condition by Buyer.
3. SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING. Settlement shal' take place on 0' before the Settlement Deadline referenced .n Section
24(e). "Settlement" snail occur only when all o\ the Wowing rave been ccmoleted (a) Buyer snc Seller have signed jnci
delivered to each other or to the escrow/closing office all documents requned by this Contract. Dy the Lender by written esciow
instructions or by applicable law; (b) any monies requited to ba pniri by Buyer under these documents (except tor the proceeds
of any new loan) nave been delivered by Buyer to Seller or to the escrow/closing office m the form of collected or cleared fund?,
and (c) any monies required to be paid by Seller under these documents have been delivered by Seller to Buyer or to the
escrow/closing office in the form of collected or cleared funds 3el'ef and Buyer than each pay one-half (1/2) of the fee charged
by the escrow/closing office for us services in the sc;»lement/closing process Taxes and assessments for the current year
rents, and interest on assumed obligations shall be prorated at Settlement as set forth in this Section. Tenant deposits
(including, but not limited to, security deposits, cleaning deports and prepaid rents) shall be paid or credited by Seller to Buyer
at Settlement. Prorations set forth m this Section sha.i be made as of the Settlement (Deadline date referenced in Section 24(ej.
unless otherwise agreed to m writing by the parties. Such wntmg could include the settlement statement. The transaction wii1
be considered closed when Settlement has been completed, ana when all o) the following have been completed: (I) ihe
proceeds of any new loan have been delivered by the Londer to Seller or to the escrow/closing office; and (••) the applicable
Closing documents have been recorded in the office of the county recorder The actions described in parts (0 and (ii) Of the
preceding sentence shall be completed within four calendar days of Settlement.
t Seller shall defiver physical possession to Buyer within [ ]
Other (specify),

hours [ ] Jr' days after Closing;

WN OF AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Contract
I
] Seller'gjaitiats
[
1 Buyer's Initials
The Listing Agent. ^JJ^L
6L^Z^^^2
«ep<esents [ ] Setter ( 1 Buyer J ^ b o t h Buyer and Seller
T»*S#r<ngAgm,'22&^ W/K<^/?_

P«R*2or«pa|ir«

Scller\ InttfcfljL ^

09

"*

, represents r ] Seller [ ] Buyer (

l);,u- Z't'fp

KUMT'S U\\\.,U^ff)

I b o ' h B ^
as a Limited Agent;

D-..U- • ? - < < - f

oos
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The Uatlng B r o k e r . — ^ ^ ^
< g U * X
The Selling Broker _ < ^ j a g g ^ -

C0-uz.<-^
^ 2 < v
-^^ ^ ^

Ub

< ^ ^ = r r e p r a s . ! n 3 I J S«"« r I 1
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t > b o t h Buy*!' and 3eller
^ B S a Limited Agent.

B y y e r

l r t r . 5 , a ,d,rd-cov R r a(3 e owner's policy of t-.ie Insurance insunng
6
TITLE INSURANCE. At Settlement. Seller agrees to ,ay tor a standard
q
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Pr.ce.
^ ^ ^
,

(d)

(6)

written notice of any claims and'or condrt.ons known
code violallons; and
0 l h e f (SP6Ci,y)

""

"

^

AT

a
—

'

, n W , AND INSPECTIONS Buyers oblation ,o purchase under

BUYER'S RIGHT TO CANCEL BASEO ON EVALUAT.ONS AND INSPECTIONS.

If anv of theTbove'items a^e checked in the affirmative, men Sections 6 \ 8 2 7 8 3 ^ 5 ? ^ apply, otherwise, they do not apply
The items checked .n the atfirmat.ve above are co.lectively referred to as :he "Evaluations & inspections Unless o t h e r s *
provided m this Contract, the Evaluations & Inspections shall t)c paid !0f by Buyer and shall be conducted by i n d i v i d u a l
entities of Buyers choice. Seller agrees to cooperate with the Evaluation* & inspections and with the walk-through inspection
under Section 11.
8.1
Period for Completion and Review of Evaluations and Inspections. Nc later than the Buyer Cancellation
Deadline referenced n Section 24(c) Buyer shall (a; complete fell Evaluation & inspections and (b) determine il tn,;
Evaluations & inspections are acceptable to Buyer
8.2
Right to Cancel or Object. If Buyer determines that the Evaluations & Inspections are unacceptable. Buyer may.
no later than the Buyer Cancellation Deadline, pilher id I cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seller, whe'CMpon
the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyer or (b) provide Seller with wtiuen notice of objections
8.3
Failure to Respond. If by the exoirat'on of the Buyer Cancellation Deadline. Buyer does not: (a) cancel \h\s
Contract as provided in Section 8 2, or 'b) deliver a wr.ren ODjecl-on to Seller regarding the Evaluations & Inspections, the
Evaluations & Inspections shall be deemed approved by Buyer.
8.4
Response by Seller. If Buyer provides written objections to Seller. Buyer and Seller shall have savon calendar days
after Seller's receipt of Buyers oojectjons (>re "Response Period") »r which to agree in writing upon the manner of resolvmc
Buyer's objections Seller may, but shall not be required to, resolve Buyer's objections. If Buyer and Seller have not agreed
m writing upon the manner of resolving Buyer's objections. Buyer may cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Se'lei
no later than three calendar days after expiration of the Response Period: whereupon the Earnest MonQy Deposit shall bi*
released to Buyer, regardless of whetner such cancellation .3 before or after the Earnest Money Forfeiture Deadline. If tlvContract is not canceled by Buyer under this Section BA Buyer's objections shall be deemed waived by Buyer This waive-/
shall not affect those items warranted in Section 10.
0. ADDITIONAL TERMS, There [ ] ARE ( ] ARE NOT addenda to this Contract containing additional terms, if there arc.
the terms of tho following addenda are incoiporated tn;o this Contract by this reference [^] Addendum No. _ ^ £
..
[ ) Survey Addendum j > ] Seller Financing Addendum ( ] FHA/VA Loan Addendum [ ] Assumption Addendurr
[ ] Lead-Based Paint Addendum (in some transactions this addendum is required by law)
I ] Other (specify)
_T_
.
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10. SELLER WARRANTIES & REPRESENTATIONS
prOD«»rtv and will convey good and marketable
To.1 Condition of Title. Seller rBpres.n.s that Se«er nae lee ^ • ^ J 1 " ^ ^ ^ , ,„ * real estate contract which
tme to Buyer at Closing by general warranty deed unless the sale .s twang 2 0
h h p r 0 V l s l 0 ns o» that contract
prov.de* tor title to pass at a later date. In that case, title will «e conveyed , n , ^ * ™ «
e J e m e n l s , deed restrictions
Buyer agrees, however, to accept title to the Property sublet to theifollow,ng matter90 roco ^ e a
Commitment
CC&FVs (meaning covenants, conditions and restrictions), and ^ ^ J ; * J , j J S p ^ J y subject to existing l e w , ,
lor T,t.e insurance as agreed to by Buyer under Sections Buyer also agree t M ^ h e
P 8 y s s e ,' s m 9 nts. homeowne s
effecting the Propeny dnd not expiring poor to Closing Buyer agrees cJ»e r«spon*.we to, A
S D e c i ( t c a ( l y as$l . : , K . 5 association dues, utilities, and other services proved.« .he Property alle, Uo.ing. Except or * y ol l j
m(j(;niMir.
by Buyer under Sedan 2.1(c,, Seller w,.l .» u ,o -o oe p a * ott Dv C osmg • " " ' J ^ J ^ ^ i , , ^ association du*,
hens, tax liens and warrants. Seder will cause to be yMi cum,<-< by Uos.nq all assessn ems and
10.2 Condition o, Property. Seller wanants that .he P-operty w-l. he * - e 'oHowmg condit.on ON THE DATE SELL?.*
DELIVERS PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER:
lhBlBnninp,
Anv Seller or tenanl mavmg-reiaien
(a) the Property shall be broom-clean and t.ee ol debus and pyrymoi belongings Any bene
damage to the Property shall oo repaired at Sell" £ expense.
„llDi,«ncQS and tirepiaces wii in(b) the heating, coohng. electrical, plumbing and sprinkler systems and twtu.e*. * i d ^ appi.ar.ces
ttrep
in worKing order and tit for their intended purposes.
<c) the root and foundation shall be free of lea<s know,' to Seller.
working o,de, and
<d) any private well or septic tanK eervmg the P.ooeuy shall h..vc applicable pe..™t> «*nd st.au
wo
v
fit for its intended purpose, and
„j;«,«n -.e mev waie on the
(e) the Property and improvements, including the landscaping, will be n the same general condition as they were on
dato of Acceptance.
11. WALK-THROUGH INSPECTION. Before Settlement. Buyer may, upon reasonable notice and at « / e « o n a b i e ^
conduct a walk-through" in.-jpect.on of the Property .o determine only mat the Property ,$ "represented. •"""'"0'» '«' [ •
.terns referenced ,n Sections 1.1.8.4 and tO 2 ("the Kerns') are respectively present. repaid/Changed as - J ^ d «nd ,n t e
wa.ranted condition, if the Herns are not as represented Seller will, prior to Settlement, replace correct or repa-r thertem>o
with the consent of Buyer (and Lender if applicable), escrow an amour* at Settlement to provide for the same^ The a »u.* Kconduct a walk-through inspection, or to claim that an ,iem is not as represented. Shall not constitute a waiver by Buy*- ui it»
right to receive, on the date ol possession, the items as repiesented
12. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. Seller agrees that from the date o» Acceptance until the date ol Closing, none of
the following shall occur without the prior written consent of Buyer, (a) no changes in any existing leases shall be made to)
no new leases *hatl be entered into; (C) no substantial alterations or improvements to the Prooerty shall be made or undertaken
and (d) no further financial encumbrances to the Properly shall be maao.
13. AUTHORITY OF S1GNEHS. If Buyer or Seller is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, i-mited liability company or olhe.
entity, the person executing this Contract on its behalf *«> rants his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer and Seller.
14. COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with its addenda, any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosure,
constitutes the entire Contract between the partiei and Supersedes and replaces any *nd all prior negotiations, representations
warranties, understandings or contracts between the parties. Tnla Connac. cannot be changed except by written agreer'ie'-.:
of the parties
15. DISPUTE RESOLUTION.
The pai.e-s agree that any dispute, arising pr,wr to or after Closing related to th:i COMIMCI
[ ] SHALL (>frdAY (upon mutual agreement o' ihv parties) i- st be submitted <u mediation if me pan,e5 agree to mediaio'i
the dispute shall be submitted to mediation through a mediation pruvnj«i niuiual'y wyrcc-n v«rr.on by the parties Eau. i;->'iy
agrees to beat its own costs ol mediation It mediate , '.ms. tin- oilier procedures and remedies available utidwr tln> Com- ,'•'
shall apply. Nothing in this Section 15 shall oronibn .my pjity irom seeking emergency equitable rfiliol pending mediation
16. DEFAULT. If Buyer defaults, Seller may elnd either to retain the tamest Money Deposit as liquidated damages o: tv
return it and sue Buyer to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue ether rernedisK available at law. If Seller default? raddition to return ot the Earnest Money Deposit. Buye: mav elect either to accept Irom Seller a sum equal to the Earnest MOMDV
Deposit as liquidated damages, or may sue Seller to SDeoficaiiy eniorce this Contiact 0, pursue other remedies avaiiobk- :'*
law K Buyer elecis to accept liquidated damages. Seller agrees to pay the liquidated damages to Buyer upon demand u •>
agreed that denial of a Loan Applicator Tiade by the Quyat Is not a delauit and i?. governed by Section 2.3(b)
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17.1
3any .hall be entitled xo costs and reasonable ai^mey
prevailing party
prevawing
p<ar\y »"CM« y^ - - ~ - mediation under Sect.on 15.

Deposit is required by 'aw IO wrc *

by the parly giving notice, and (c) receiveu uy
referenced in this Contract.
warranties made in th-s Contract, the
19 ABROOAT.ON. Except for the provisions of Sections 15 and 17.1 and express
provisions of this Contract shall not apply after Closing.
d a m a g Q o r destr.ct.on
20.

R.SK OP LOSS. A.I r»c of loss to the ^

^

^

^

n

K ^

f

Pr0

and lo?s caused by a tfun. In anient

9 r , Y , 0 Bwye

,0 the Property or its ^ ™
* ™ * J Z ^ n m * ^ ° *•
P
domain, shal. be borne by Se.ler un.H Seller dehvers posses.
* i T I M P «s OF THE ESSENCE. T.me Is of the essence regarding the * » »

'^

^

e undcr

not be bind.ny upon title compan.es, lenders, - p p r a . s e and omeis
to in writing by such non-party.

.

22. FAX TRANSM.SS.ON AND C O U N T E R P A R T S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
addenda and counteroffers and the retransmss*- 0» *ny My sit11,*»na .
and any addenda and counteroffers may be execute m counterpart.

"

^

mu$,
each Section oi

contact, any

y Qf t h l 3
l

° ^°

c0unter0H8r

^

^

^

of the other- (a) s,gns

23. ACCEPTANCE. "Acceptance" occurs when ™""J^™%%2
«
I the otner pany or to the other pan/5
the offer or counteroffer where noted to indicate «ccepto£«. and (b) con,,
agent that the offer or counteroffer has been signed as required.
_„ B
„„ conn, , n w that 'ha follow nq deadlines snai. apply to this v,onu«iw.
24. CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and Seller ag ee that -M^O
^ ^ $^
A c c e p „ n c e .
(a) Application Deadline
™° i a u ? r *
-=*3T **i*nriar davs after Acceptanoe,
b & X r Disc.osure Deadline
No later J " ^ ^ J
J ? / , J J r Buyers receipt of . 1 . of t h .
(c) Buyer Cancellation Deadline
No later than ^ _ cawi
y
(d)
(«)

T
c l C S * « after the Buyer Cancelation Deadline.
- j ^ 1 ^ ^ f f i L ™ fr(PATE)
-CCf*?** -"
»-«•*
*-r*
. c o n d | t l 0 n 5 It

...
Earneet Money Forfeiture Deadline
Settlement Deadline

. OFFER AND ™EFOR

^

^

^

^

(Offer Datel

^

^

^

^

^

£

T

(Buyer s Signature)

^

^

^

(Otter Date)

The later of the abov« Offer Dates *h*i» be referred to as the "Offer Reference Date"
(Notice Address)
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LISTING AGREEMENT & AGENCY DISCLOSURE
(PART A)
THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING AGftEEMEM
READ CAPgFULLY BEf0*E SIGNING

THIS AGREEMENT s °~wyi

Une Company ) ano

Jrto^y and be*wj^-

/j<*/e

*

^ g ^ j ^ f r ^ ^ l

<*gg^x,

/ ^ - e f ^ r <y?f^*-^

s!?5fr**>T tu*

/<&&**

(the Se'iff

1 TERM OF LISTING T i e Seller hereby g^-itst** Company n-lud^g
Sellers Agent ) as tre a«tnori2ed agent tor tne COM oary >or ne penc.
^
^
1
date of execution c< this us! ng Ag-eement a^d end ^g ai 5 00 P V on tne ^ ^ ~ aav ~ jofa&L
9« J r _
(the Listing °e^od/_Lhe Exclusive Qight to Se> Lease or E»cr»v\gs ceiein eai o os*"V o*red cy t h e Se e
described a*
* ? ? V
A ^
~*r*
<**:-ri*/-rttfL&Xl "*
"Property ) at *ne price and terms stated on the attached boa »a$socis'ior propety data n»0rma' nn tcrr or at su<"
oiner piHce and ter-^s to which *he Ss'tar may agree «n w f*>g T*e Se'ier 3 Agent e g r ee* to uie 'easonabie effo^s tc
find a buyertor tenant for the Prooerty
2 BROKERAGE FEE. H, dunng the Listing Per<od t*e Corrcany the Se'la'S Agent the Seller anore- 'ee estate
age*t or anyone else locates a pa*y who. 9 r&ac/ *i'irg ard note c b u , lease or exchange (cot ctfivey referreo to
as "acquire"} the Propety or eny pat tnereot at tne 1 s'mg price and terns *'ated 0* *he arac*-ed board'assocato
property data lnformal»or form, or any other prce a r C te ns to *ntcn »ne Se'te, r-av agree m wntrg fho Sell*' agrees
to pay to the Company a broker 'ee \n tre emount of S
, o"
g?
% 0' sjcr acquisition price fre
brokerage 'ee unless otherv, se agreed n vwtrg ty the Setie a->d the Co~pa"> e^ai. be du* aro payable en ire
date of closing of *he acqustion o' the Prcpert/ V a 'eacy wiling 9<w ab<e buyer ia 'oca;»0 as orovitied n tr 5
section above and the Se^'er refuses *o contact cr 1c c ose tne Set'er $waU te oc ^ated to nrrea a'eiv pa> *c * ^e
Company 'he brokeraq* *ee Isted above ~*e Company s autnonzed r0 sra't> »ne Cfckerag» tee Wfth ano r^er
brcKerage pd-t«Clpa\rg r «ir/ transaction a^smg o^< cf •his LiS' **S Agreement
3 EXTENSION PERIOD tf with - .,_^5?,_,. months ah?r the te'^,naticn c BKCira^o*" c« t^is Lis ng Agreengnt me
Property s acqjired oy a^y party fo whem the Propeny was o*fen*c 0 sho^r o* 'no Company *he Sel'er s Agert ihfr
Seiler or a^otner r^ai estate agar* c , mg tne ..sting Per od tre Se' e/ agrees
pay '0 tie Comoa^y tne b^oke ^ge
f
ee stated m Sect on 2 j n ess t^e SeMe^ s oblige ed *o pa/ a b^oke age fee 0^ SuCn acqu 8't 0**- to another or^xe ay^
pursuant to ano*her va?d $&e* agenc/ t,cvac e n tred i^c after the expra1 en or errr.natcn date c< tr s us^ng
Agreement
4 SELLER WARRANTIES/DISCLOSURES Thp $ d ier wg^an'e 'c the C o m p l y na» the ird<vdaaffs>/t^liT> 1 sted
above as the be er -ep eseri alt 0' the recorc ^ w ^ s cf " e "-ope'tv ^he S« er Aar^a^ta tne* * las narke abe
tltio and an estabiisrec »-gh* tc sei ease or ex^nange ne P'open> Tne Seie* agrees tr execj^e t^e necessary
docunntrts o^ conveyance and to prcrate gersra taxes ••su ance rt r s nte^est an J otrer expenses atlect rg i^e
Property to the agreed da'e of possession Tne Se ter agrees to 'jrn sK 'ne Du^or ar cc&ng good end ma'Ke*33e
t He with a policy ot ti'ie insurance ir 'he a-no« ^t of the ^jrchate prca ^ tne #»eri me ac3- a'on includes persona1
p'ooerty the Se<'e^ agrees to s gn a BD> ot Sale w*t"> warranties as to t tie to t*ie pe^ora property Tne Se lor eg'ees
to futy mlcrm tne Sel'er i Agent regarding the Selers krow edge of the cond'ion cf the Proper Upo^ signing ct
tn.s Ls^ng Agreenen: the Seller agrees to pe sonaty compete and $<g a Seivt property condition d/sc/osure
statement The Set er ag ees to ndemniiv aid hold harm ess the Se>'$' 6 Ager 1 and tr* GoTpany aga»nsi a^v c a '^s
wnch mav arise from M^ the Sellers providing nccrrec: or raocj ate irio'^a^or regarding the ^rooerty JJ f e
Sutlers fatue to dsc'ose ma'enal information rega cng tn« Property irclud ng bjt no* united to the co^dto-* c^
all appliances nea*ing. piumomg and electrical 4 x r a'es arc eqj p-nent, sewer and moi9'u e or ot^er orooem9 1
the roo* or foj r dat'on and tre locanor of proper ^ *res o VMI) any ml^es esu»t,rq from eny unsa'e conditions wi»n the Property
5 A&ENCY RELATIONS "^e folowng 13 a one* Out very rrpotant explanation regard!^ tne na'ure 0' aQe^cy
'elattonsh ps between the Se er the buyer the Ccmca-y a~d tne re3i estate age-ts jrvoived n a sa e of the P'oze 1 /

P*9# 1 Of A
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^[l^PHr.clpo! or Branch Broker. Every real es'a'e agent mue: atf'iare *vm a rea a n t e trofcer <ne
broker is reterrec to as a °r»nclpa! Broker or a Branch 6ro*e' <»f the brocage naS a branch Ciff ce) The Srcxer «s
responsible tor operation ot the brokerage and ' c the professional conduct of a<> agents
5 2 Wight of Agfirti to Bepraaant Setter and/or Buyer, An agent nay reorasent trough the
brokerage, a sal'er who wants to set orooerly or a buyer who wants to D J / property Cr eccasicr, an agent w i
represent both seiler a^d cuyar -n r e same transaction Wha^ an agent represents a $e> er r.e age^t is a "Sefe'S
Agam*; when representing a buyer, me agent is a "Buyers Agenf\ aid whe^ representing botr, s©k|&r * r c buyer v^
agent is a "Limitad Agenf
5.3 RaquiremeM of Written Agreement. To represent a seCe* e bjyer, or both, a wrrtta* agreement «s
required Except a? provfdec belo*. tha Prlncipal/B'npcn B'Oker atsc 'pp'esents whomew ihe egent represents. arO
regardless of whom the agent represents, the agert owes a duty o* ho^es^y and fair dealing to at parlies lo t^e

transaction.
5.4 SeHar'i Agant. A Seller's Agetf v.orks to assist me seder n locating a buyer ar? m negotat^ a
t'ar$3ct-on suitable to the sellers specific needs A Se.iers Ajar.t Kas ' OJOi'V O-^es to to© seile' wtvch include
loyalty, ruU disclosure, confidentially, diligence. ocec»ence. reascnacie ca-e. arc noicng sale mo" as e^t'wSted to m<.
*
5.5 Buyer *a Agent A Buyer s Ageat works to assist tne Duye' intoca*ng and negot»a*«ng the acquisition o'
a property suitabi© to tnai buye' s spec f c needs. A Buyer s Agent has the sane f a joe'Y duties tc tha bOfQt that the
Sailers Agent has to trie Seller
5.6 Limited Agent A Limited Agent rep'escts both se< v and buyer »n the same transaction and works tc
assist «n negotiating Z mutjaity acceptable transaction A ^ rrr.ee Agent ras 'iduTiary dJ*.i*4 to wOth sel er ana buyer
However those duties are "itm.ted' bacause toe agen: ca*TCt p'O/iue to both oa*.es .nd>v«dea iQya-ty and ?J«
d«scfos<Jr© of ati information «nown to the agent £or t^is reason a Limitec Agent mjst r«mam neutrei in tre
representation of a seller arc buyer and may net jisoose tc either party information I *efy tc weaken tha b a n n i n g
position of the other, such as, the h gnest price the bjyaf wM» pa/ or the lowest price the se :er WI.I accept. A U~M*C
Agent must however disclose tc both p a t e s mater al m'ormaticn Known tc tne L-mited AgaM 'egeromg a de'ect r
tha Property anovor tne abi rty of aacn party to fulfw agreed ^pen ot> igatlcne
5.7 Irt-Houaa Safe. If tha buwer for the Sellers Property is a.'sc representee by an agfV. »n the Company that
transaction Is com-^cn.y reter^ ro as an "in-J-ouSe Sale' Mcs' m-Hojse S5>es jrvjlve Unnez agency because'
seller end buyer are 'soresentec oy cne or mere agents In the Compa'*y in Housa Sales can ocovr m any of the
(chewing ways.
(a) fn-Houaa Safa/Ona Agent. In this s;tuat.on fhera It only ena agaM in the Company invctvsd m
the Tranaactio.n - that agent represents bo^ Sei.ar and buyer. Therelcra, (he Sef-'er's Agent ana the
Principal/Branch Broker are required co tl> aci • * L»mftad Aganta; and (n; inform the Seser
'egard'ng me limltec egercy wher ft buyer, who s also represented by the Seller's Agent i rst
expresses an mierest m tha Property
(b) *fn-House Sala/TVro Agents In ths sltuat.cn ^here are ^ o d^ere^t agerts in t^e Ccrpan y
mve'ved in the tra^eactron
Gr.e rec-resents tre SeMcr - ong reoresents the buyer, and :*s%
Pi-inopal/Branc1" B'ok©/ acta as a Urn.red Agen* in sucn a :.*a*catf iOr, r e Se fe^ s Agant is requ^oa
to mfcrm me Seile* regarding the imited agercv Of tr.e Pnnc pat'Brancn B'Oker wnen a ouvs'
reorese^.ec by another agert in the Company f-rs: expresses a- ^ntere>t in the Ptoper.y
*&}
in-Housa St!a/AH Agents
I- m<a s.tuation an agerts m the Company, mdudng \^*
r^'nc'pat/Branch B'Cxe- recresen: bo:n the Selter and r e buy*r as I ^*tad Agents in sucn t
T
ranaacT»on, the Seler-s Agen: s "e^v-res ro inform in* Se' er regarding tne !*m«tad agency w h e a
buyer a.so represented D/ an age'?:« me Company tr$; e^p'^s^es a" interest m the Prope-ty
5.B Conflicta with the In-House Safe T r e , e are cortices assoceted v.ith an in.House Sale ^or example.
agents a^'ated wtn the Comoany oiscuas w»th escr- other the neads ol me.r -aspect ve buyers or sellers Sjcn
1toCUSS<0n& COJ<d »naOwe^entiy corrpromise r e

COP+d«r.t,a «y of n f r - ^ ^ o r - ^foviaco \o 1K Q#C 09crU>.

^r

»^»,

reason me Company has poi'c^s oes»gned to orce:t the cgrtirjen^ai^y d O'SC.SSJO^S betvseen agarts and access
to cort*identiai client and yansactior dies.
014
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6.9 Designation of Agertt(S). By signrg this u s i n g Agreement the $<*:ie' agrees :c !"•* 'c!to*»ng agency
relationship with tne Company;
\ PQ
!
W 1 } One Agent in the Company "he Sal '«' s Agent a i d the Prmc.pa'B'ahCh Brokar
W!l
••••er'e FT!? &
l represent the Sailer
tnHfeto ^ ^
{
]
(b) [ ) All Agents in the Company. Ai : agents n the Company. mcludng ^ e P,'>r.cipa I/Bran cr
S#u«r*B
Broke \ wU represent the Se'Jer

If 5.9(e) -S checked, the Se'ler authorizes the Se'le-'s Agent or tne P-mciDel'5'anch 3rc*er to appoint another agent in
the Company \o also represent the Seller, fr the event the S e ' e * * Agent or the ^r.nc;pa:/B'fl<uh B'Cke- * : i ; OP
unavailable to service the P'openy.
5.10 Authorization for Limited Agency. Ti~e Se-le- $ a d ^ e d that the Sei<£' * "o: reputed to accept a
limited agency situation n the Company Howeve-. »t -s the bus-ness p'act>ce of the Company •:• partc;oai« ^ m- Mc^se
Sa.'et. In the event tha h-House Sa.e involves limited agency. me Seiie: agrees to t^e . ' c o w ^ s \ S e i w n;t.?..
applicable box)
I P B ! j ? J " £ W [ 1 In^Houaa Sala/Ona Agent. The Se iier's Agent art tha Pnrcpai'Branch
San*?-*
Broke; are authorized to represent botr the Setta-' amc a p^cspec* ve
llUt ,
*»
buyei as Limited Agents
[
)
(b) [ ] In-House Sale/Two Agents, The Se'ier's Agen> wiU exclusively reo-esent
$%ur*
trie Seller, another ase^t ir\ trig Company win exclusively represent
ln,tllls
the buyer, and the PnriCipai/Branch Broke' w!>' act as a Lirnite^ Agert.
[
3
(c) [ J In-Houaa Bale/All Agent*. (Or;y aopicaoe \* 5.9(b) has beer seiecteo*
S«u«r«
All agents in the Company, including tha Pmcioa.'/Branch e-T-kc',
,ftW,ls
wi!i represent both the Seiier and the Duya' as L^mltec Agents
6. P R O F E S S I O N A L ADVICE. The Corrpany and the $e"e'-$ Agent are Trained in the ma*<eUr>g o* real estate
Nether the Company, nor the Sei!e r 's AgeN ere tra nee to p'Ovice tne Se'le? or any u respective buyer with lega or !a*
advioe. or with teennica: advice regafdng the ou,y$icai cond-Vcr. of the Prsseh.v
U the Seller oesires advee
regarding; (i) legal or tat matters. ;ii) the physical conditio- c ( the Pre^e^y c (l'\; ti«.$ L sting Acree-rent. toe Seller's
Agent and the Company S"~RONGLv R ~ C 0 M M * N C ThA"T T H E S E L L E R CBTAiN- S ' J C H ^ D E P E N D E N T ADVICE
7. DISPUTE P E S O L U T I O N . The pafies agree Hat any dispute arising cr-cf to or afte' a ctos-ing, related to this
Listing Agreement ( J SHALL [yfl MAY first be suDfittea tc mediation
I' the s a t e s agree to nediat'Cv :»••*
dispute shaH oe submitted to mediation tnrctgh a me^tavcr c-Qv^er mu^a'iy ag'ae'J upon Dy the parties Eac h oarty
agrees to bear Its own cj>t»> d u»eci«l:y i. I' 'VieJ'a: o i fa.'a ths otne^ p^ocedj^s end ^cmcdGO ava>iabia u^dor thi«
Listing Agreement shat! apply.
5- ATTORNEY FEES. Except as provided in Section 7, r case c the employmeM of an attorney in any matte'
arising out o f ;nia Listing Agreemeni tha prevaiing oarty sha;i ire entitled to rece<ve vor- me othe' party all costs a - u
attorney tees, whethe* the matter ;$ ^esoiveo th-cugn c o . n action or ether* se if through oo faui* o- r e Company
any livgation anses out ol tre Sei'e.-'s employment ot the Company unde1 this Listing Agreement (whether oofDre o<
afte*- a dosing), the-Seiler agrees to indemnity the Co^oany and the Se^er't Aga - * f'O^ at' costs and attorney 'eas
incurred Py the Co.^sany and'o the Se'ier's A g e n <n ou*S'j*ng a^.c/'Or oeten^-ng * u c * «cr«o9.
INFORMATION RELEASE. T h e Company s euthorired *c obta<n finance' T ' o m e t i o * from any mortgagee o
other party hoid'ng a tier, or interest or the Property.
10. MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE. TheJ^Tpmjenv ts authorized ard nstnjttec to ?*te^ this Property tfvoug w ^*e
Multiple .isthg Service of the
/TU&^^^ZZl
boara'associat.o- ot
REALTORS^ Tre Ccmceny is further autnor^ed *o cisclcss afte- closing the ur.a> te^ms and sales cr:ce cf :^e
Property
11. KEY BOX. The Company [ ] IS { I IS NOT authorized ^ -n^ructad to have a *ey box insta'ied on the Property
The Company [ ] IS [ ) IS NOT authcrae: to have a key to tha Property
The Company ( J1$ [ J IS NOT
authorized to hold "Open Houses" at the Prooe-ty The Seiler acknowledges that r e Company has discussed *i:r the
Se4!fcf Vne saleguardinj; ot pe'scnai pfopert) ana vasuacice »ccatoo w.thm \n* p«gp*r*v T>^# s*ue^u^v,^ *ftvm<vw.a,2»Aft
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the Company is no' an insurer against the "oso c' or damage to pe'Sonal property The Se'cr accepts t'-i<
roaponsib^ty to' aay toss or damage that mug*', lesu" 1fom the use ot lhe Kev or *.ey5o« irom any soiree wnsisotve-'
ana agrees to hold tne Company and the Sellers Ager harmless ?rom &n> a^o a!! iiao-i'ty as a re«j I of navtng ine *a>
to the Property and having the Keyfcox instalieo on the Prcpeny if a tenant occupies the Property on other men a
"nightiy rental basis", t.^e tenant agrees to the .nstalaticn of a xeyfcox end }0;n§ >r, the vse»ver ano re ease of the Seier's
Agent and tne Company as provided above
__
,u
(Tenant Signature) _
.
(Dais)
12-

SIGNAGE, The Company is authorized to place an appropriate Sign on the Property.

13. ATTACHMENT.
The provisions of the attached board/association property data 'nformalcn lorm are
incorporated by this reference, in order to complete the property ce:a information form me Seise's Agent may crc vide
the Seller w'th a couleey estimate cf the square footage of tne Property As an e s t a t e the lauare footage figure
shall nor be relied upor. by trie Seller or tne buyer »n the> deosion to purchase/$eil the Property
14. EARNEST MONEY OEPOSlTS. As oart C &* ofler to purchase the P'Qperry, e potential ouyer will typ«caiiy
derive: an Earnest Money Deposit to the brokerage which assists the buyer *n orepanrg tnat otter Tne Compan> $
hereby authorised and d rscted to accept on oehai' of tne Seler, arc to roid n tij trust account any Earnest Money
Depoaii delivered to the Oompapy by a potential buyer
15. PRELIMINARY TITLE REPORT. In order to. (0 identify potential title concerns; and (:ij avoci possible delay* "m
rna"*eting the Property, rhe Company recommend? that the Seler, ccon signr.g this Listing Agreement, authorize tne
Company to order a Preliminary Ttte Report ("PR1} en tne Property from
.
(Name of Title Company)
The Seller. [
] AUTHORIZES { i ^ 1 DOES NOT AUTHORIZE vie Company io
immediately order a PR and ( | ENCLOSES [ ] DOES N O T ' S N C L O S E a cheer. »c tne c:$< of tre same
16. EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY. T'^e Property w«i!fce p-esentec <n compliance w!:h Sederai Stare and icca;
antl-d*crim»nation laws.
17. FACSIMILE (FAXJ DOCUMENT Facsimile transmission c< a signed copy o' iNa w;eti«g Agreement, and
ret*ansmi5s.'on o' any signed facsimre transmission, sha" ce tne same as oe.ive'y of ar cng na- '• this transaction
invo'ves rrullioie owners this Lasting Agreement may ce erecjiec r counterparts
18. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This L'sting Agreement ncLo^c the Se,!er's of o pity condition oisdosu'e !0'n\ and tne
attached bca/d/aaaocistlon property data intorroetior. form, contains the enure agreement between tne parties relating
to the eub|ec? matter ot this Listing Agreement. Tn»« L'sf ng Agreement may not be mori'Med Of amendec except «p
writing signed by the parties hereto.
THE UNDERSIGNED Seller does Hereby agree to tne *erms o' fhis Ltatsng Agreement.

^

$uJl ifi ^ H .r
(Seller's Signature)

/V^h

-2-*s - $y
(Address Phonei

(Date)

c J^4L^.fjt^r^

^-».y7

(Sellers oignatuiifi/
&* •

iAddress*'Pncne)

(Date)

(Seier's Signature)

(Aodrgss/Phone;

(Dale)

THIS LISTING AGREEMENT shal' become elective eniy upon acceptance bv -he Company Q5 evidenced tv u
signature below.

WMre-. Srcke*

C^KARY S«!«r \ Age^t

FINK: S«ttar
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^
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P.01

UJTAHftAfiiN
•ROVM/T^CMOMTtM

MUM. MOUfMI
tottatVaifV

IJafcnfNOw

»ftv»ya/«e». N M »#Ur<AJI M 4 * «t«i «t M W t A T ) ara r**olr*

(QrdtOmOnr/)
*fl)TYPE

(1-15.Se* mips for bfttfrJrie*)

•0)

ARTA.

'(8)

ADDRESS:.

4. Other

7

^^.

•W CITY
(1B) TOTN.««3ti4io^bcVPtCt P€A ACRE
*Lft?*Z>

Stnum

Stdk.

y

' 7 ^ ^ ^ » Y

*

A£~—

DUAL COMMSSION AGREQMe^r orv MX-

4^fa/k+3S&&*j£*?-<&>Af

.OOMKNSATV SUBACCNCy (WH %«r ^

^ o c M a e t u n mvtcra —awe* wrt, *«« *e»:

grr^rvfr-

ORYFAAW.

. AA$n*£_
. iWVMTEO. • ^ 6 > > ^ /
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